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aifi02@sealeaders.com

From: aifi01@sealeaders.com
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 3:04 PM
Cc: gm2@sealeaders.com; gm3@sealeaders.com; gm4@sealeaders.com; s_a_hosseini_343

@yahoo.com; flinspect@mdslines.com; dma@sealeaders.com; 'shipmanagement4
@seale'; 'shipmanagement3@seale'; 'shipmanagement2@seale'; 'shipmanagement1
@seale'; md@sealeaders.com; gm1@sealeaders.com; gm5@sealeaders.com; 
shipmanagement5@sealeaders.com; gm6@sealeaders.com; 'SM6'; sqm@valfajr.ir; 
sqd@valfajr.ir

Subject: [dma] ALL FLEET VESSELS/ DA-11,Crew mooring injury

Ref  : DMA/AIFI/98/C 1052 
Date: 29/08/2019 
 
Dear Captain 
Good Day, 
 
 
Please find the following  LESSONS TO BE LEARNT regarding “Crew Mooring Injury” : 

Incident description 

A bulk carrier was discharging cargo alongside a mineral terminal. In order to re-position the vessel, 
the terminal requested the vessel’s master to shift ship approximately 100 metres astern. At the 
required time, the crew were ordered to their mooring stations and the main engine placed on stand-
by ready for use. The plan was to move the vessel astern using only the mooring lines, which were to 
be transferred from bollard to bollard by the shore linesmen, with an ebb tide running from ahead. 
During the shifting operation, the master became concerned that the vessel was developing 
excessive sternway and ordered the forward and aft mooring parties to check the movement using 
the forward headlines and the aft back spring rope. On the poop deck, an AB tightened up the back 
spring winch brake and as the strain came on the rope, it parted without warning, with one end of the 
rope snapping back and violently striking the second officer. The injured seaman suffered broken ribs 
and serious internal injuries. 

Analysis 

This accident was the result of a loss of control during the shifting manoeuvre. The effect of a strong 
ebb tide on the vessel was not properly considered and there was a failure to make use of the main 
engine until after control had been lost. It was determined the rope parted due to local abrasion 
damage at the point of failure combined with the AB over-tightening the winch brake, preventing the 
brake from rendering below the breaking load of the rope. A synthetic fibre rope will stretch under 
tension and if it parts when under load, the sudden release of stored energy will cause it to snap-back 
with great velocity, risking death or injury to anyone who gets in its way.. 

Lessons Learnt 
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 All mooring operations should be properly risk assessed and planned to ensure all involved 
crew are aware of how the operation is to be conducted as well as to the potential hazards and 
safety precautions 

 Mooring machinery and ropes should be maintained and frequently checked in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s instructions 

 Over-tightening winch brakes may lead to the mooring rope breaking load being exceeded 
 Be aware that the whole mooring deck is a potential snap-back zone during operations and 

always keep clear of mooring ropes when under tension 

You are requested to confirm receipt, discuss the contents in the next consolidated meeting on board 
& keep a copy in the file DA-11 . 
 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Ali Mohtasham 
Accident Investigations & Fleet Inspections  
ROD Ship Management Co. 
Dept. Tel No.  : 0098-21-26100357-8 
Dept. Fax No. : 0098-21-26125081 
Direct Tel No. : 0098-21-2384 3553 
Please reply to dma@sealeaders.com 
(Note: This e-mail has been sent as BCC <blind carbon copy to : All R.O.D.-SMC Vessels, to 
eliminate the lengthy list that would result if this e-mail is printed) 


